
The dryer-ironer with turning heat or  
                business intelligence between little companies and good neighbours. 
Do you know the turning heat in an oven? 
Do you know what a flatwork dryer ironer is? 
 
Technical aspect 
In a mid size “On Premises Laundry” you need machines to wash and spin-dry the linen, machines to 
dry the linen which cannot be ironed (terry towels), and machines to dry and iron (bed sheets, table 
cloths, napkins) : the dryers ironers. In the French market we use dryers ironers with a heated 
cylinder which are more efficient than bed heated ironers. A cylinder made out of cast iron is heated 
by the inside around 180°C. The linen still damp is introduced between the cylinder and a pressure 
roller which press the linen onto the cylinder. Stripes of felt keep the linen in contact with the 
cylinder on 2/3 of the circumference to dry it completely.  
One of the French specificities is electric heater encouraged by EDF to sell the extra production of its 
nuclear plants. 
Inside the turning cylinder there is a fixed support supporting longitudinal resistors (the electric 
connections are outside to avoid overheat). So the cylinder is evenly heated on the whole length (2.5 
to 3.5 meters). A heat sensor in the middle switch on or off the heater to keep a regular 
temperature. There is at least one sensor on the side as a safety device. 
The major problem is that the cylinder is heated evenly on its whole length, while it is cooled by the 
evaporation of the humidity only where a piece of linen is ironed. It would be good if all the linen had 
the same size which is never the case. So there are quickly overheated portions which burn the linen 
or activate the safety sensors. 
When the cylinders were in thick cast iron with a high thermal inertia, and the very skill operators 
could choose each piece of linen and the position to introduce them to cool the tube roughly evenly. 
The thick cast iron tubes (made for pipelines) disappeared replaced by steel, or worse stainless steel 
or aluminium, while the very skill laundry workers disappeared too. So it was a real nightmare to use 
the machines. It took us 12 years of research to find a perfect solution, besides very complex to 
produce. But for the meantime we had to find something better. 
 
Competitive aspect. 
When I arrived at Dubix, 2 years of hard work were necessary to clean up a catastrophic financial 
situation. Then we could use our first extra resources to modernize the production facilities, and 
begin to invest a maximum in our main competitive weapon:  research and development. We 
created a research centre with a laboratory for tests and prototypes, with sophisticated instruments, 
in a secured place 
 
One told me that Mr Doubledry was our factory manager that my predecessor fired because he used 
to produce ironers in his garage, using our drawings, and sell them to our competitors. Of course his 
version of the story was totally different. So he created his own factory to produce ironers not far 
from us.  
To be honest, his machines were roughly as bad as ours, even if his production facilities were without 
comparison. Even if his net sales were neglectable, he used to sell to foreign importers to complete 
their range of products, and that was annoying. 
As I had no personal problem with Mr Doubledry, I called him once to meet him and introduce 
myself. He told me kindly his history and invited me to visit his factory, and meet his workers and 
employees. I understood that he was a remarkable technician, hard worker, knowing very well his 
business, but without theoretical knowledge, so unable to calculate something. 
  
In 1995 in the trades fair in Paris (Equip’ Hotel), I went as usual to visit my neighbour. There I saw on 
Mr Doubledry stand an ironer-dryer with a little label “Turning heat”. I asked no question, as if I 
didn’t notice it and went back to our stand. In the discreet office of our stand we organized a war 
room. A customer, good friend, with a young technician of our RnD office, who will be introduce as a 



member of his family, will go to question Mr Doubledry about all his products and in passing about 
the “Turning heat”. Ten minutes later in the war room: it is a fan installed in the support of the 
resistors, which produce a flow of air in the support, then between the support and the resistors. 
This is supposed to even the temperature on the length of the cylinder. Although it could not be very 
efficient because air is a bad thermal conductor, it is very simple, inexpensive, and could improve the 
problem. Mr Doubledry told them that he applied for a patent. 
 
Patent battle. 
Bach at the factory we tested immediately the idea on one of our machine, covered with sensors. 
So we could see that this technique brings an imbalance between the side with the fan which is a bit 
colder, and the opposite side which is a bit hotter. So it doesn’t work, but as Mr Doubledry do not 
have all those instruments to measure that and the competence, he probably could not know the 
problem, and certainly could not understand why. We dug into this idea, and arrived at a prototype 
with one fan on each side, and a controlled and precise flow of air which worked nicely. The 
improvement was noticeable, compared with a machine without fans. 
 
We thought that we could have a good commercial success with such innovation, and less customer 
claims. There was still a big obstacle, his patent, which forbids us to make a dryer-ironer with a 
system blowing air inside. We could apply for a patent as an improvement of his. 
We made a research at INPI and noticed that his patent could be accepted. There was a real 
inventive activity, and no real anteriorities, when the patent will be officially accepted, it will be 
impossible to fight against.  
In addition we found that he didn’t apply for “Turning heat” as a brand name for a laundry machine, 
so we could do it. 
 
Strategic plan: what are the different options? 
1-We want to apply for a patent and sell our machine. 
2-His patent is valid. 
3-We are in good term, and he is probably open to a discussion. 
4-His machine doesn’t work properly and he probably cannot know it before several sales. 
5-When he will know that, he will probably not have the resources to understand and correct the 
problem. 
6-As he is really good at mechanics, it is not impossible that he understands the problem and arrive 
at the same solution than us, and patent the two fans, so have a better machine than us, which 
would be unbearable. 
 
What is your suggestion? 
 
Thoughts. 
-If we apply for our patent, it will not be published by INPI before 18 months, but as Mr Doubledry is 
probably not used to make patent watching as it is his first patent, he will not know about it before 2 
years. So there none of us would be able to make a good machine without a negotiation. 
-If we launch our new product, he will immediately be informed. 
-If I try to negotiate now a license on his patent, he will understand the value of his invention, and or 
will refuse, or will ask for a big amount which could help him to develop his business. 
-If we wait that he discovers that his system doesn’t work, and do not tell him that we know how to 
make it work, he could ask for a reasonable fee for a license, convinced to cheat us by selling 
something which doesn’t work. 
 
There is usually not one good strategy, there are choices and risks to take which could be profitable 
or not. 
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